
 

11.Use capitals and punctuation marks where necessary in the 

following text.                                                                                   5 5 

the man said to me where are you going i am going to school said i did 

you go to school yesterday no i replied why didnt you go i was very 

busy said i. 

 

Part B : Composition 

 

12.Suppose, you are Toufiq Hasan .You have seen a vacancy    

advertisement for the post of a Public Relation Officer at Grameen 

Phone  Limited .Now, write a CV with a cover letter for the post. 

Your CV  should not exceed one page.                                             8 
 

13. Suppose you are Md.Selim. Recently a bridge connecting your 

village with the upazila Headquarters has been damaged by heavy 

rainfall and flood. Now, write an application to the Chairman of 

your area to repair the damaged bridge immediately.               10 
 

14. Facebook is one of the largest networking sites in the world. 

Now Write a paragraph in 250 words on ‘Facebook’.               10 
 

15. Floods cause great havoc to lives and properties. 

Now, Write a composition on “ Floods in Bangladesh”.            12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

 

 

Evaluation Examination-2020 

Class-10 

Subject: English 2nd Paper 

   Time: 3 hours                                                            Full Marks-100 

 

Part-A : Grammar 

1.Fill in the blanks with the words from the box. You may need to 

change the forms of some of the words. You may need to use one 

word than once.                                                            0.5×10=5    

to a for  in social 

life the  by take it 

(a) ____  is useful to students to take part (b) ____ social service. By 

(c) __part (d) ____social service, they can benefit themselves as well 

as  (e) ____ nation. Student life is (f) ____ period of preparation for 

future (g) ____. If the students do some  (h) ____work, they will be 

better prepared for giving service (i) ____ the nation on completion of 

their  education . As the students get enough time during the large  

vacation, they can do(j) ____ great deal of work for the people. 

2. Fill in the blanks with suitable words.                           0.5×10=5 

Mobile phone is one of (a) ____wonderful wonders of science. It has 

added (b) ____ new dimension to our life and to (c) ____ 

system. It is a telephone (d) ____ that works without any wire. It can 

be moved easily and quickly (e) ____ place to place. Through mobile 

phone, we can send messages to (f) ____ places, play games and 

sports, know the time, (g) ____  the work of calculation, be aware (h) 

____ different kinds of news and views. At present the (i) ____ of the 

mobile phone is increasing. Many companies are also being set (j) 

____for selling mobile phone. 

3. Make five sentences using parts of sentences from each column 

of the table below.                                                                    1×5=5 

Our parents 

we 

They 

But they 

become 

spend 

try 

should be 

obedient to them and try to make 

them happy 

unhappy at our failure. 

happy at our success. 

to make us happy. 

money for our food clothes and 

education. 



 

4. Complete the following text with right forms of the verbs given 

in the box.                                                                             0.5×10=5 

avoid maintain remain keep get 

learn take say sit take 

A good student always (a) ................ his lesson. Generally he (b) 

............. in the first bench. He normally (c) ................. a daily life. He 

(d) .............. bad company. Everyday he (e) .............. part in games and 

sports. He hardly (f) ............. absent. He often (g) ............... 

suggestions from his teachers. He not (h) ............... late hours at night. 

He (i) .................... up early in the morning and (j) ................ his 

prayers. 

5. Change the narrative style of the following text.                      5 5 

A fruit seller said, "Which fruits do you need? I have apples from 

Australia, oranges from Darjeeling, grapes from Kashmir etc. " The 

customer said, 'Do you have any native fruit? The seller said, "Yes, I 

have coconuts, guavas, jackfruits etc." The customer said, " I want one 

kg of guava as it will be the substitute of an Australian apple". 

6. Change the sentences according to directions.             1×10=10 

(a)The Environment is made up of many things. (Active) 

(b) We cannot but preserve the balance of ecology. (Affirmative) 

(c) Everybody is responsible for the loss of balance. (Interrogative) 

(d) No other thing is as important as air.(Comparative) 

(e) People destroy the environment by cutting trees indiscriminately 

(Complex) 

(f) Without maintaining ecological balance, we cannot keep 

fit.(Complex) 

 (g) Throwing off garbage here and there, people pollute the 

environment.(Compound) 

(h) Take care of the environment. (Passive) 

(i) Very few problems are as dangerous as environmental 

pollution.(Superlative) 

(j) Nobody can escape his duty to the environment. (Interrogative) 

7. Complete the sentences.                                            1×5=5 

(a) Books are our best friends because________ 

(b)A man who reads books regularly_______ 

(c)By reading books________ 

(d)We can learn moral values______ 

 

(e)We should inspire students_______ 

8. Complete the text adding suffixes, prefixes or the both with the 

root words given in the parenthesis.                               0.5×10=5 

Helen Keller, a world acclaimed (a)__(sight)___ handicapped woman, 

was one of the (b) __ (wonder)___  characters of 19th century. She was 

born on 27 June 1880 at Tachcambia in America as a (c)__(health)___ 

and normal child. At the age of one and a half year, Helen Keller was 

attacked by 'Brain Fever'. Helen Keller lost her eyesight through this 

disease. She became sightless and she (d)__(partial)___ lost her power 

of hearing. Anne sulivan took the charge of Helen as a student. She 

took the charge because she also became blind at the age of twenty but 

she got back her eyesight. She knew the suffering of (e)__(blind)___ . 

In spite of being a sightless woman, Helen became world famous 

obtaining(f)__(graduate)___ degree in 1904. It was her 

last(g)__(academy)___ certificate though (h)__(differ)___ universities 

gave her various (i)__(honor)___ degrees for her (j)__(ordinary)___ 

merit. 

9.Make tag questions of these statements.                               1×5=5 

a) Life is very uncertain on earth, ______? 

b) Nobody knows  when death will come, ______ ? 

c) But we hardly realize this truth, ______ ? 

d) people want to be alive forever, ______? 

e) We must do the well being of mankind, ______ ? 

10. Complete the passage using suitable connectors.         1×5=5   

Bangladesh is a small country (a)___ it has a large population. A great 

number of people are poor (b)___ literate. (c)___ we want to develop 

the country, we must control the rapid growth of population. (d)___ , 

we have to face a great problem. But it is a matter of joy (e)___ our 

government has already taken initiatives to solve the problem. 

 

 

 

 


